
antenatal screening
software for down’s
syndrome & neural
tube defects

version7

For use in first trimester, second trimester and
integrated screening for Down’s syndrome
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�lpha is the leading interpretive software for
screening for Down’s syndrome and neural
tube defects. It is widely acknowledged as
the best medical software of  its kind and
was the first software available for multiple
marker Down’s syndrome screening. 

�lpha has pioneered the technology and set
the standard for such software ever since.

1

what is �lpha?

�lpha is based on published scientific data and validated
scientific methodology. The scientific basis for �lpha is in the
public domain, and is available from the scientific literature.

�lpha uses a woman’s age, the concentration of serum markers
for Down’s syndrome and neural tube defects, and other
details of  the pregnancy, to estimate the woman’s risk of  having
a pregnancy with either of  the two disorders.

�lpha uses serum markers in the second trimester of  
pregnancy (14 - 22 weeks gestation) and both serum and
ultrasound markers in the first trimester of  pregnancy 
10 - 13 weeks gestation). It allows the use of  up to 9 screening
markers.

�lpha Version 7 is a major step forward incorporating the
latest medical and scientific advances in antenatal screening
for Down’s syndrome and neural tube defects.

�lpha is supplied with the �lpha marker library providing
comprehensive references on all statistical parameters used
in risk estimation and with �lpha Outcome allowing users to
follow up their screening programme and empirically validate it.

�lpha includes technical improvements that make the 
software more flexible and easier to use than ever before.
Version 7 offers one of  the most significant improvements 
to the software since �lpha was launched in 1988. No other
software of its kind offers as wide a range of facilities or quality
control features.

�lpha is licensed to interpret Integrated tests. The Integrated
test is a major advance, providing safer and more effective
Down’s syndrome screening than ever before. 

�lpha provides interpretations based on integrated and
sequential screening protocols.

�lpha includes features designed to enhance screening 
performance, for example, the use of  sonographer-specific
medians for nuchal translucency measurement and features
that make the monitoring and audit of  screening better and
easier to carry out.

�lpha has been used to screen over 9 million pregnancies in
47 countries. Probably no other medical software of  its kind
has been more widely used. The experience of  this customer
base is assurance of  �lpha’s quality and reliability.

�lpha’s risk estimation has been validated; the Down’s
syndrome risk predicted by alpha is in close agreement with
the observed prevalence of  Down’s syndrome.

�lpha offers users and the women screened the most
authoritative interpretation available from any Down’s
syndrome and neural tube defect screening software.

Customer support and service

� �lpha users receive thorough on-site training, and
prompt support of  the highest quality.  Our priority is
to help users achieve high quality screening with full
technical and professional support.

� �lpha stays ahead of  other software by being continually
updated in the light of  the latest  scientific developments,
and comments from users.

�lpha philisophy : 7 key points

� Scientific basis of  Down’s syndrome
risk estimation is in the public domain

� High quality professional service

� Risk estimation methodology is
independent of  assay reagents used

� New versions supplied without extra
cost

� Advances in screening incorporated
in new versions

� Quality assurance and programme
monitoring facilities

� User flexibility without sacrificing
screening integrity
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reporting

� Provides estimates of  risk for Down’s syndrome between 10
and 22 weeks and open neural tube defects (NTD) between
15 and 22 weeks using all recognized screening tests

� Uses screening parameters from the SURUSS study
and Down’s syndrome age related risk

� Uses day specific parameters in the  first trimester
to achieve improved screening performance

� Interprets Integrated test results - the safest and most 
effective screening test for Down’s syndrome

� Allows screening for Down’s syndrome in the first 
trimester using serum markers and nuchal 
translucency, either alone or in combination

� Interpretations can be made using a sequential testing
protocol, with very high risk women having a first
trimester screening result and nearly all the remaining
women proceeding to have an Integrated test

� User defined option to report Down’s syndrome risk at
term, or early second trimester or late first trimester

� Allows user to specify separate screening cut-off
levels for different screening tests

� Provides diagnosis of  open neural tube defects using
amniotic fluid Alpha-fetoprotein (AF-AFP) and
Acetylcholinesterase (AcheE) results

� Facility for identifying pregnancies with a high risk of  
trisomy 18 printing the risk, either at term or mid-
trimester, using the same methodology used in Down’s
syndrome risk interpretation

� Option to identify pregnancies at high risk of
Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (SLOS)

� Allows for maternal age, gestational age, ultrasound 
measurements, ethnic group, maternal weight, past 
history of  NTD and Down’s syndrome

� Calculates gestational age from various fetal measurements
including crown-rump length (CRL), biparietal diameter
(BPD) and abdominal circumference (AC)

� Calculates gestational age from head circumference 
(HC) measurements

� Separate median equations for gestational age 
estimated by dates and by scan, if  desired

� Normal medians for the screening markers are derived
from local data

� Nuchal translucency measurements adjusted for CRL

� �lpha offers the option of  sonographer specific nuchal
translucency medians to allow for systematic differences
between measurements made by different sonographers.
This simple measure provides a useful improvement in
screening performance

� Option to include the result of  an ultrasound
nasal bone examination

� Allows for differences in marker levels and maternal weight in
up to five ethnic groups, either using separate medians and
weight adjustments, or using correction factors

� �lpha adjusts serum marker levels in In vitro fertilization
(IVF) pregnancies to correct the otherwise high false
positive rate      

� �lpha adjusts serum marker levels in smokers

� Adjusts screening markers to avoid a high
recurrent false positive rate

� Maternal weight regression equation can be either
log-linear or linear reciprocal

� Screening results given for twin pregnancies and insulin
dependent diabetic pregnancies

� Uses NT and serum markers in interpretation
of  twin pregnancies

� Adjusts risk estimate for the age at which a previous 
pregnancy was affected with Down’s syndrome

� Option to specify gestational age range to use for
second trimester samples

� Option to identify anomalous marker patterns and
warn user

� Repeat testing is best avoided, but if  done, it requires 
an interpretation which takes into account the previous result;
�lpha does this

� Custom-designed report layouts are available on request

� The risk estimate can be shown graphically on the 
screening reports

� Option to “cap” very high risk estimates or “trim”
very low risk estimates

� Option to include a digitized logo in report so that
pre printed paper is not required

� Option to include time of  report in report

� Stores patient information in a database which can
be accessed to retrieve previous test results

2
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monitoring

� �lpha provides what is probably the widest range of monitoring
features including a facility to examine drift in the normal
median values of  the screening markers and set them to
ensure that the expected screening performance is achieved

� One of  �lpha’s special features is the facility to estimate
expected screening performance in terms of  detection rate
and false positive rate, based on the age distribution of  the
user’s own screened population. This can be compared with
the observed performance to monitor the screening programme

� �lpha can be used to determine the expected screening
performance for any combination of  screening markers. This
is customized for the exact age distribution of women in the
screening programme concerned. It can also be used to
examine screening performance in different age groups
screening performance based on the age distribution of
pregnancies in England and Wales

� �lpha users can benefit from our free �lphacheck™ service.
We will, at regular intervals, guide you through the steps
involved in monitoring screening performance, and provide
expert advice in correcting any problems identified.
�lphacheck will help to ensure that the women you screen
receive a service of  the highest quality

� �lpha Outcome™ is available to allow users to record details
of  the presence or absence of  birth defects for monitoring
performance

� �lpha Outcome provides an empirical validation of  the
screening method, by tabulating the observed prevalence of
Down’s syndrome according to the risk predicted by αlpha

� Graph Monthly medians allows users to track their assay
results over time and so detect assay drift

� For centres offering more than one type of  screening test,
separate statistical summaries can be produced for first
trimester, second trimester and integrated screening results

� �lpha automatically creates audit trails of  patient reports,
changes to statistical information controlling the interpretation
of screening and diagnostic results (e.g. median equations),
and changes in screening policy (e.g. cut-off  levels)

� Analyze-It™ which offers great flexibility and power to users
who wish to perform statistical analyses using data from their
screening database

� Option to ignore smokers in monthly median results

ease of  use
� User-defined data entry facility - user can specify the entry

items and the sequence of  entry

� �lpha is supplied ready to use for screening for Down’s
syndrome with alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), unconjugated oestriol
(uE3), total human chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG) and inhibin A
in the second trimester with nuchal translucency (NT),
pregnancy associated plasma protein A (PAPP-A), hCG in the
first trimester in any combination, and for AFP screening for NTD

� “What-if” facility to determine alternative interpretations for
different screening data

� Export facility which allows users to select data for analysis
using a statistical package of  their choice

� Gestational age at date of  sample is calculated and
displayed on the data entry screen; easy identification of
first and second trimester tests with an alert for those tests
performed too early or too late

� Enhanced help facilities including context sensitive help and
comprehensive alphabetical index of  all available help topics

� The �lpha Marker Library summarises the statistical
parameters (means, standard deviations and correlation
coefficients) used and provides a list of  references to
relevant publications

� Facility to add local comments to reports

� Options to set-up reminder lists for Integrated test patients
who are overdue for the second stage of  the report and to
automatically identify patients who are ready to report   

� Optional default features which avoid necessary repetitive data
entry, saving time and cost

� NOT restricted to any one manufacturer’s reagents or 
equipment - ensures user choice and flexibility

� Multi-user version available - different operations can be
conducted at the same time on different workstations

� Reports in eleven languages - English, German, Italian, French,
Greek, Spanish, Portuguese, Turkish, Russian, Czech and Slovak

� Option to automatically copy reports to 1, 2 or 3 specified
doctors

� Interfacing αlpha with other software is now very simple.
�lpha uses industry standard comma- or tab-separated
files that are recognised by a wide variety of  spreadsheets,
databases and laboratory software

� Search feature means any patient record can be easily     
located in single operation      

� “Wildcard” search facility can be used when the exact
spelling of  a patient’s name is not known       

� Intelligent auto complete facility to save unnecessary key strokes
when entering doctors, sonographers or their addresses

� A comprehensive printed user manual is provided.

� Facility to merge patient data with output from analytical
instrumentation 

� Fully compatible with Microsoft Windows™ using the
style of  user interface familiar to Windows users

3
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data entry and reporting

Check medians and
MoM values for a
batch of  patients
before reporting 

Open a batch file
for editing

DATA ENTRY
� Fast and user-friendly
� Report preview facility
� On-line help facility
� Maintains lists of doctors,

sonographers and
addresses

� Can be tailored to user’s
requirements 

MoM values
corrected in IVF
pregnancies.  If  the
egg is donated, age
risk is based on
donor's date of  birth.
Gestation based on
the egg collection   -
date, if  known 

� lpha takes
previous history of
Down's syndrome
and NTD into
account, and
adjusts the final
risk estimate
accordingly

Maternal weight used
to adjust MoM values
of  serum markers

Colour-coded indicator for
gestational age

�lpha offers users flexibility in the choice of
screening markers.  Both first and second
trimester markers can be used

Report preview allows you to
inspect the interpretation at the
time of  data entry

Interpretation based on either LMP
dates or ultrasound scan:  scan is
used when available

The open file screen provides an
overview of  unreported patients

Data Entry Screen
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Locally defined messages can
be added to reports

�lpha adjusts MoM
values in diabetic
women according to
whether or not the
MoM values have
been corrected for
maternal weight 

Report address can
be positioned for
window envelopes

Automatically copy
reports to up to 3
doctors

Corrects for 
differences in marker
levels and maternal
weight in up to 5 
ethnic groups. Names
of  ethnic groups can
be specified by the
user

Explanation of  “screen
positive” and “screen
negative” results printed 
automatically if  user
requires 

“Riskometer” can be
added if  desired

REPORTING:
� Uncluttered yet provides all the necessary

information needed for an interpretation
� Reports can be printed in ten languages 
� Customised report layouts on request 

Option to use
presence or absence
of  nasal bone as a
marker

Interpreted Report
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what-if

With What-if, �lpha’s built
in educational tool, you can
quickly discover the effect of
changing the clinical details,
or other factors which affect
the interpretation, on the
screening result and the risk
estimate.

...or change the
background 
prevalence of  
spina bifida...

...and immediately
see the new 
interpretation….

For example, with
one mouse click, you
can immediately see
how �lpha adjusts
the risk estimate in
women who are
pregnant through
IVF treatment...

...to see the effect
this has on the risk
for neural tube
defects

6
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A woman who has a false-positive
screening result in one pregnancy 
is more likely to have one in a 
subsequent pregnancy than women in
general.  �lpha can help to avoid this
problem by adjusting screening 
markers in women without a previously
affected pregnancy who have been
screened in a previous pregnancy with
results in the �lpha database.

adjustment to avoid high recurrent false positive rate

The screening report for the current
pregnancy is positive.

The screening report for the previous
pregnancy is also positive.

When screening, �lpha will automatically find previous
pregnancies for this patient and allow the user to
confirm that an adjustment should be made

The marker levels in the previous pregnancy are used to
adjust the levels in the current pregnancy to calculate a
modified risk estimate. The screening result is now
negative.

7
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the Integrated test

SAFER, MORE
EFFECTIVE SCREENING

The Integrated test offers screening that is safer
and more effective than currently used tests
because high detection rates can be achieved
with much lower false-positive rates than existing
tests. For example, using the Integrated test in
place of  the triple test, the detection rate is higher
(86% compared with 77%) and the false-positive
rate is lower (1% compared with 5%).†

† Based on parameters cited in: -

Wald NJ, Rodeck C, Hackshaw AK, Walters J, Chitty L, Mackinson AM (2003). First and second trimester antenatal screening for Down’s
syndrome: the results of  the Serum, Urine and Ultrasound Screening Study (SURUSS). J Med Screen 10, 56-104.

Wald NJ, Rodeck C, Rudnicka AR, Hackshaw AK (2004). Nuchal translucency and gestational age. Prenat Diagn 24, 150-151

Based on the age distribution of  maternities in England and Wales 1996-98

1st trimester
PAPP-A + NT
(10-13 weeks)

2nd trimester
AFP + uE3 + 
hCG + inhibin-A
(14-22 weeks)

Nuchal Translucency and PAPP-A in the first trimester,
AFP, uE3, hCG and inhibin-A in the second trimester

PAPP-A in the first trimester, AFP, uE3, hCG and
inhibin-A in the second trimester

Nuchal Translucency, PAPP-A and
hCG in the first trimester

AFP, uE3, hCG and inhibin-A in
the second trimester

AFP, uE3, hCG in the
second trimester

Integrated test

Serum Integrated test

Combined

Quadruple

Triple

The Integrated Test is a method of
screening for Down's syndrome which
uses measurements obtained during
the first and second trimesters to
provide a single estimate of  the risk
of  having a pregnancy with Down's
syndrome.

�lpha version 7 is licensed to interpret
Integrated test screening results.
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FPR = false positive rate
DR = detection rate
OAPR = odds of  having an affected pregnancy given a
positive result

BENEFITS OF THE INTEGRATED TEST

� The safest and most effective method
of screening for Down's  syndrome

� Achieves a high detection rate with
much lower false-positive rate than
other screening tests

� Preserves AFP screening for open
neural tube defects

� Identifies pregnancies at high risk of
trisomy 18, using first and second
trimester serum markers

� Requires fewer diagnostic procedures
per case of  Down's syndrome
detected than other screening
tests, as shown right

MORE DISCRIMINATORY THAN ANY
OTHER METHOD OF SCREENING

The Integrated test is more discriminatory than other
screening tests because there is a smaller overlap
between the distributions of  risk in affected and
unaffected pregnancies, as shown in the diagrams
below (quadruple test above, integrated test below).

Screening FPR(%) DR(%) OAPR

Integrated test 1 86 1 : 70

serum integrated test 5 87 1 : 36

Combined 5 86 1 : 36

Quadruple 5 83 1 : 38

Triple 5 77 1 : 43
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sequential testing

In a small proportion of
pregnancies, the first trimester
screening test indicates that this
is a very high-risk pregnancy
and so the screening test is then
completed in the first trimester.
If  required, hCG can also be
measured in the first trimester

All other women screened have an
Integrated test

� User specified risk cut-off
levels for first trimester and
second trimester

� Information on pregnancies
that are not positive in the
first trimester are held for
use in an integrated test

�lpha can be used to interpret sequential
testing which allows early completion of
screening for women with very high risk
pregnancies identified in the first trimester.
A high risk cut-off  is set for the first
trimester test so there is a low false positive
rate.  Nearly all women proceed to the full
Integrated test.
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First trimester – the
combined test at 10
to 13 weeks

first trimester screening with �lpha

Screening for Down’s
syndrome in the first
trimester using serum
markers and nuchal
translucency, either
alone or in combination

Allows flexibility in the choice of  serum
and ultrasound markers

Nuchal translucency measurements are
adjusted for crown-rump length and
expressed as MoM values

Down’s syndrome risks are estimated using
the same multi-variate methodology which
has been validated in second trimester
screening
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epidemiological monitoring

Monitoring and Improving
the Performance of
Screening

MONITORING THE FALSE
POSITIVE RATE

Median age specified

�lpha’s monitoring features allow you
to determine the observed positive
rate in your population...

�lpha tabulates and plots the age
distribution of  women screened.
This is used to generate the table of
expected screening performance

...and compare it with the expected
false-positive rate for a population with
the same age distribution as your own,
at specified cut-offs (1 in 300 in this
example)
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�lpha provides a graphical indication of
median MoM values from month to month so
that long-term trends and fluctuations in
marker levels can be monitored

Gestation-specific tabulations
allow you to evaluate the
stability of  the medians, and
to inspect the change in the
serum marker levels with
increasing gestational age

Weighted regressions can be
generated automatically from the
tabulated data.  �lpha calculates
the coefficients for the regression
equation which determines the
normal median marker level at
each gestational age

�lpha highlights median MoM values which fall
outside the 95% confidence interval around 1.0
MoM. The 2006 values illustrated are too high

MONITORING MEDIANS
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quality control of  nuchal translucency measurement

Sonographer-specific nuchal
translucency medians

There may be
systematic
differences in NT
measurements
made by different
sonographers

Sonographer-specific
tabulations of NT measurements
include an estimate of  the
standard deviation of  NT
MoM values, which can be
compared with published
estimates. This gives an
indication of  whether the
precision of  NT measurement
is as expected

Coefficients of  the normal median NT equation can be
specified for each sonographer.  �lpha automatically
selects the appropriate coefficients for calculating the NT
MoM, based on the sonographer code entered by the user

�lpha has a number of
features that help the
user quantify and monitor
nuchal translucency (NT)
measurements for individual
sonographers, and where
appropriate, allow for
systematic measurement
differences between
sonographers, so improving
screening performance

Sonographer-specific
regressions of  NT
according to crown-
rump length (CRL)
measurement provide
an indication of  the
rate of  increase of
the median NT
measurement with
gestational age

�lpha allows the
user to record
the identity of
the sonographer
for each NT
measurement
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the �lpha marker library

Statistical parameters relating to the
markers are shown in the �lpha
Marker Library

�lpha uses the latest statistical
parameters for improved screening
performance.

The �lpha Marker Library also serves
as a valuable source of  information
relating to the screening markers,
includes on-line help screens and a 
bibliography with key references

�lpha is supplied ready to use for
screening for Down’s syndrome with
AFP, uE3, hCG and inhibin A in the
second trimester with NT, PAPP-A,
hCG in the first trimester in any
combination, and for AFP screening
for NTD
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�lpha outcome

Produce summaries
of  pregnancies with
specified abnormalities

Record the presence of  birth
defects using the10th Edition of
the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD codes)

�lpha Outcome is now an integral
part of  �lpha.  It gives users the
ability to access the �lpha database
and specify the outcomes of  all
pregnancies screened. It is a
valuable management tool.  
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The diagonal line
represents perfect
agreement between the
predicted risk of  Down’s
syndrome and the birth
prevalence of  Down’s
syndrome in the absence
of  screening

With �lpha Outcome, it is
possible to tabulate and
plot a graph of  the
observed prevalence
of  Down’s syndrome
according to the median
risk in groups of pregnancy
ranked by the predicted
risk

In a single step, this
provides an overall
validation of  the screening
method

Recent studies have
shown that there is close
agreement between the
risk of  Down’s syndrome
predicted by �lpha and
the observed birth
prevalence of  Down’s
syndrome in the absence
of  screening

Studies have demonstrated that risk
estimates for Down’s syndrome
produced by �lpha are accurate.  Now
αlpha users can perform this validation
for themselves provided a sufficiently
large number of  women have been
screened. The technique is a complete
validation of  the screening method.

validating method using alpha outcome
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�lpha displays a list of  the
database fields available for
transfer, including patient
data, clinical details, test
results, MoMs and risks 

You select the fields which
you want to transfer and
include any special criteria.
In this example, all women
screened with the Integrated
test in a certain date range
are exported

In addition �lpha’s data transfer
options provide the user with an
easy and flexible method of
transferring selected items to
most other popular databases
and spreadsheets if  required

analyze-it™

�lpha transfers the
selected data directly
to Microsoft™ Excel to
provide you with the
tabulation you require

� Analyze-it enables users to produce
tabulations of  their screening data
directly from �lpha

� Analyze-it is flexible so that users can
define exactly what subsets of  the
data they wish to tabulate, for example
all diabetic women with PAPP-A MoMs
above 3.0 who weigh over 70kg
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�lpha provides many ways to import
and export data from laboratory
information systems and import data
from laboratory equipment

interfacing �lpha with lab systems

Any items in the alpha data entry screen
can be selected for import or export

The screening results can be exported to a
text file when the patient is reported.

If  required, output from an assay
machine can be automatically
merged with the data, using the
sample number to identify the
patient

Data can be imported from a
comma separated variable text file

� Import patient data from other
systems

� Import test results from laboratory
equipment and laboratory
management  systems

� Export patient data to
laboratory management systems

AAR,JONES,734261,11/10/82,10/12/86,62,0,0,0,1,0,A635271,A635786,0

JONES,1.21,1.3,0.23,1.23,2212,2200CODE CONC
A635270 3343
A635271 5221
A635272 5232
A635273 3425
A635274 5234
A635275 4532
A635276 5323
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what makes �lpha special?

� TRACK RECORD – �lpha, was originally developed by
Professors Wald and Cuckle and launched in 1988.
Professor Wald has continued to direct its development.
It is now the world’s leading software for Down’s
syndrome and NTD screening.  Over 9 million women
in 47 countries have been screened using � lpha

� SCIENTIFIC BASIS – �lpha is based on published
scientific data and validated statistical methodology

� LEADER IN ITS FIELD – �lpha typically incorporates
advances in screening ahead of  its competitors

� INTEGRATED TEST – �lpha is licensed to use the 
Integrated Test, which uses screening markers from 
the first and second trimesters to give a single 
screening result. This is the safest and most effective 
screening method available

� SEQUENTIAL SCREENING – �lpha is licensed to
perform sequential screening

� MONITORING – �lpha offers the best range of  
monitoring features to help you achieve the best 
screening performance

� FIRST TRIMESTER COMBINED TEST – �lpha allows 
screening using nuchal translucency and serum 
markers, either alone or in combination, between 10 
and 13 weeks of  pregnancy

� RECURRENT FALSE POSITIVES - �lpha is the only 
software to adjust for marker levels in previous 
pregnancies to reduce the recurrence of  
false positives

� EMPIRICALLY VALIDATED – Studies have shown
that the risk of  Down’s syndrome produced by
�lpha is accurate.  The average risk in groups of
pregnancies ranked by risk is in close agreement
with the prevalence observed in practice

� OUTCOME – �lpha Outcome allows you to compare 
the risk of  Down’s syndrome predicted by �lpha with 
the observed prevalence in your population, providing
an empirical validation of  the screening method

� TRISOMY 18 – �lpha identifies high risk of  trisomy
18 and prints the risk estimate, if  desired

� SMITH-LEMLI-OPITZ SYNDROME (SLOS) – �lpha
identifies high risk of  SLOS and prints the risk estimate,
if  desired

� CUSTOMER SUPPORT – �lpha users benefit from
the highest quality technical support, including our 
free �lpha check service, in which we provide expert
advice on monitoring screening performance
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�lpha™ is a product of

Logical Medical Systems Ltd.
29-30 Newbury Street
London EC1A 7HU
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)20 7600 3193
Fax: +44 (0)20 7606 0506
Email: alpha@lmsalpha.co.uk
Website: www.lmsalpha.co.uk

© Logical Medical Systems 2007
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